
 

Test SMDs Repository 
 
The following test SMD files have been provided to assist implementers of the SMD 
technology in testing their own implementations. 
 
Agent/Holder Trademarks: 
 
Based on the data elements provided, SMDs can be classified in two types: 

 SMDs generated for marks managed by a Trademark Agent - the string 
"Agent" in the filename indicates an SMD of type Agent. 

 SMDs generated for marks managed by Trademark Holders directly - the 
string "Holder" in the filename indicates an SMD of type Holder. 

 
Language: 
 
The latest batch of 4 test SMD files have all been generated with data (not headers) 
in English. 
 
When test SMD files are generated in languages other than English, they include the 
IDN labels (<mark:label>). 
 
The language of the SMD is always specified in the test SMD filename. 
 
Active/Revoked SMDs: 
 

 The string "Active" in the filename indicates that the SMD has NOT been 
revoked (NOT included in the SMD Revocation List). 

 The string "Revoked" in the filename indicates that the SMD has been 
revoked (INCLUDED in the SMD Revocation List). 

 
x509 certs: 
 
The test SMD ICANN-CA certificate can be found here:    
 
https://ca.icann.org/tmch_pilot.crt 
 
Note: This CA certificate is for testing purposes only and is not the production CA. 
 
The test SMD ICANN-CA CRL can be found here:  
http://crl.icann.org/tmch_pilot.crl 
 
 
Note: This CRL is for testing purposes only and is not the production CRL. 

https://ca.icann.org/tmch_pilot.crt
http://crl.icann.org/tmch_pilot.crl


 

 
SMD Revocation List: 
 
The test SMD Revocation List can be found here: 
http://newgtlds.icann.org/en/about/trademark-clearinghouse/smd-test-
revocation-05dec13-en.csv 
 
SMDs 
 
The latest batch of 4 test SMD files have all been generated without whitespaces.  
 
The following test SMD is Active (NOT included in the SMD Revocation List, signed 
with a non-revoked TMV certificate and the XML signature is valid): 
 
http://newgtlds.icann.org/en/about/trademark-clearinghouse/smd-active-
25nov13-english.smd 
 
The following test SMD is Revoked (INCLUDED in the SMD Revocation List, signed 
with a non-revoked TMV certificate and the XML signature is valid): 
 
http://newgtlds.icann.org/en/about/trademark-clearinghouse/smd-revoked-
25nov13-english.smd 
 
The following test SMD is Active (NOT included in the SMD Revocation List, signed 
with a non-revoked TMV certificate and the XML signature has been tampered with, 
to make it invalid): 
 
http://newgtlds.icann.org/en/about/trademark-clearinghouse/smd-invalid-
25nov13-english.smd 
 
The following test SMDs are Active (NOT included in the SMD Revocation List, 
signed with a revoked TMV certificate and the XML signature is valid): 
 
http://newgtlds.icann.org/en/about/trademark-clearinghouse/smd-tmvrevoked-
25nov13-english.smd 
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